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Abstract
As data grow rapidly on social media by users’ contributions, specially with the recent coronavirus pandemic, the need to
acquire knowledge of their behaviors is in high demand. The opinions behind posts on the pandemic are the scope of the
tested dataset in this study. Finding the most suitable classification algorithms for this kind of data is challenging. Within
this context, models of deep learning for sentiment analysis can introduce detailed representation capabilities and enhanced
performance compared to existing feature-based techniques. In this paper, we focus on enhancing the performance of sentiment
classification using a customized deep learning model with an advanced word embedding technique and create a long short-
term memory (LSTM) network. Furthermore, we propose an ensemble model that combines our baseline classifier with other
state-of-the-art classifiers used for sentiment analysis. The contributions of this paper are twofold. (1) We establish a robust
framework based onword embedding and an LSTMnetwork that learns the contextual relations amongwords and understands
unseen or rare words in relatively emerging situations such as the coronavirus pandemic by recognizing suffixes and prefixes
from training data. (2) We capture and utilize the significant differences in state-of-the-art methods by proposing a hybrid
ensemble model for sentiment analysis. We conduct several experiments using our own Twitter coronavirus hashtag dataset
as well as public review datasets from Amazon and Yelp. For concluding results, a statistical study is carried out indicating
that the performance of these proposed models surpasses other models in terms of classification accuracy.

Keywords Machine learning · Deep learning · Sentiment analysis · Data mining · Ensemble algorithms · Social media ·
Pandemic · Coronavirus · COVID-19

1 Introduction

The rise of Internet technology has played an unprece-
dented role in increasing the number of social media and
e-commerce platforms. In addition, users are now accus-
tomed to the idea of expressing their feelings and emotions
with others by using these platforms either by text or mul-
timedia data [1–4]. This phenomenon has resulted in the
production and generation of a large variety of data, which
can be analyzed for assessing sentiment. It is beneficial for
individuals and organizations to analyze sentiment, espe-
cially given this immense production of data [5]. However, as
noted in [6], the identification, continuous monitoring, and
filtering of the information present on social media appli-
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cations to analyze sentiment are challenging. Some of the
factors are the presence of unstructured data, differences in
languages, diversity of websites and social media platforms,
and heterogeneous data about the opinions of individuals.
Therefore, appropriate tools and algorithms are required to
analyze the sentiment from the data that are gathered from
social media in big data, fog computing blockchain, and IoT-
based platforms [7,8].

Sentiment analysis involves examining the opinions, per-
ceptions, attitudes, thoughts and emotions of individuals
shared on different social media platforms. In particular, sen-
timent analysis aims to classify a particular written text as a
neutral, positive, or negative sentiment [9,10]. Dang et al.
[11] identified three main approaches in sentiment analy-
sis: machine learning based, lexicon based, and hybrid. The
lexicon-based technique is categorized into two approaches:
corpus and dictionary based. In a dictionary-based approach,
the classification of sentiment is carried out by utilizing a
dictionary of terms such as those found inWordNet and Sen-
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tiWordNet. In contrast, the corpus-based analysis approach
depends on the content’s statistical analysis by utilizing
techniques associated with the k-nearest neighbors, hid-
den Markov models (HMM), and conditional random field
(CRF). Thus, the corpus-based approach is not dependent on
a predefined dictionary. In addition, machine-learning-based
sentimental analysis techniques involve traditional models
and deep learning models. However, the hybrid approach
combines machine learning and lexicon approaches. These
traditional approaches of sentiment analysis have gained
popularity due to their effective results; however, one of
the drawbacks of these approaches is that they incorporate
feature engineering. Thus, the deep learning approach was
introduced because of its capability of learning written text
without the need to perform manual feature engineering,
hence outperforming other methods of sentiment analysis.
Araque et al. [12] stated that the underlying idea behind
using a deep learning approach for analyzing sentiment is to
learn about new complex features, which are extracted from
the data without any additional or extensive contributions.
The algorithms of deep learning are efficient, as they do not
request any manually crafted features as input; rather, they
generate complex features through self-learning. However, it
is significant to note that deep learning algorithms demand
an immense amount of data to act and work effectively.

The recent cloud platforms provided by IBM, Amazon,
Google, and Microsoft show high performance in terms of
sentiment analysis accuracy. The study in [13] demonstrated
how these off-shelf-technologies outperform the bag-of-
words approach by analyzing a social media dataset. The
output of the experiment shows that IBM Watson Natu-
ral Language Understanding archived the highest accuracy
compared to other platforms and gainedmore than 30%accu-
racy compared to the bag-of-words approach, which has the
lowest accuracy between them. This indicates that cloud plat-
forms have high performance, and accuracy when working
with text analysis.

According to [14,15], deep learning involves applying
artificial neural networks to learn different tasks using net-
works that are attributed to different layers. The search
primarily takes inspiration from theway that the human brain
is structured, as it contains a large number of entities (neu-
rons) that are used for processing the information. This is
mainly categorized into feedforward and recursive neural
networks. The use of neural networks plays an important
role at different levels for analyzing sentiment, including the
document level, aspect level, and sentence level. In sentence-
level analysis, it is determined whether each sentence is an
opinion; however, in document-level analysis, the opinion of
the entire document is determined. However, at the aspect
level, a detailed analysis is undertaken that mainly uses the
natural language processing technique [16]. Habimana et al.
[17] identified different deep learning approaches that have

been extensively used for analyzing sentiment and promi-
nently include deep reinforcement learning, recurrent neural
networks, convolutional neural networks, unsupervised pre-
trained networks, and hybrid deep learning neural networks.
Based on these findings, numerous studies have been con-
ducted that utilized artificial intelligence and deep learning
technology for adequately conducting sentiment analysis.

Reference [12] noted that the ensemble approach incorpo-
rates a set of models that are particularly classifiers for gen-
erating a new model and is more efficient and reliable than a
single model. Some prominent ensemble techniques include
boosting and bootstrap aggregating, i.e., bagging, and the
random subspace method [18]. Only a few researchers have
explored the impact of using an ensemble approach for senti-
ment analysis since the ensemble approach can offer greater
accuracy than a single model. Among those studies,[19] uti-
lized the ensemble approach to analyze sentiment in English
language tweets. In this regard, the researcher used deep
learning techniques of convolutional neural networks and
long short-term memory (LSTM). Behera et al. [20] also
proposed a convolutional LSTM model for sentiment anal-
ysis in social big data, and Christos L. Stergiou et al. [21]
proposed a model that offers users a safer and efficient envi-
ronment for browsing the Internet and sharing and managing
large-scale data in the fog.

However, the authors in [22] proposed a model by using
recurrent and neural networks in combination to analyze the
sentiment of short texts extracted from social media plat-
forms. In this account, local features were extracted by using
a convolutional neural network (CNN), and recurrent neu-
ral networks were utilized for learning the long-distance
dependencies that also aided in sentence-level feature rep-
resentation. This combination eventually provided higher
classification accuracy than the preexisting models of LSTM
and gated recurrent units (GRUs) on the three corpora with
82.28%, 51.50%, and 89.95% accuracy. Similarly,[23,24]
proposed an ensemble approach by combining 10 LSTMs
and 10 CNNs using the soft voting approach for analyzing
sentiment from aTwitter dataset in the English language. The
imbalanced dataset was treated by utilizing the cross-entropy
as a loss function, which was implemented in TensorFlow.
The experiment produced favorable and higher results on
the five English subtasks using the performance metric of
accuracy and F-measure. In addition,[12] used the ensemble
approach for the surface and deep features along with the
classifiers, where six public datasets of Twitter were used to
analyze movie reviews. However, a literature gap is present
related to the use of ensemble learning for analyzing senti-
ment from social media applications. Therefore, the present
research study aims to contribute to the literature by using the
ensemble approach,where different deep learningmodels are
combined to analyze the sentiment extracted from the data
of social media applications. The performance of different
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classifiers used in the ensemble approach is also compared
with certain performancemetrics, resulting in identifying the
best deep learning approach. This approach can be used to
accurately analyze sentiment on different social media plat-
forms.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced ensemble deep
learning model to tackle sentiment analysis tasks. Multiple
contributions are provided by our work, including (1) a deep
learning framework based on the FastText word embedding
technique [25] and an LSTM network that captures contex-
tual relations among words and understands unseen or rare
words by recognizing suffixes and prefixes using training
data, (2) designing and conducting a statistical experiment to
assess significant differences between state-of-the-art meth-
ods and proposing a hybrid ensemble model for sentiment
analysis, and (3) creating a data extraction pipeline to collect
and tag novel coronavirus pandemic data from Twitter that
can also be used for any other emerging situations. We also
use social media datasets other than the COVID dataset to
evaluate the performance of our proposed framework. The
rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we
illustrate an intensive study of recent related works regard-
ing sentiment classification using different methods. In Sect.
3, we present the methodology of some related algorithms
and present the proposed ensemble deep learning models
from previous work. In Sect. 4, we evaluate the experiment
and analysis by applying the ensemble deep learning model
to social media datasets according to the user’s perspective
of coronavirus and use other datasets for comparison. The
results and discussion are presented in Sect. 5, while the
conclusion of the work is presented in Sect. 6.

2 RelatedWorks

2.1 Sentiment Analysis and Its Application

Sentiment analysis involves investigating the approach of a
writer toward a particular subject or the overall contextual
polarity of an entire document [26]. The underlying purpose
of sentiment analysis is to classify texts based on sentiment
or opinion, not by topic [27]. In particular, sentiment anal-
ysis incorporates the use of information retrieval, NLP, data
mining, and knowledge management techniques for iden-
tifying and extracting subjective information from a large
volume of unstructured data [28]. As per [29], sentiment
analysis is a complex process that includes five phases for
analyzing the sentiment in the sourcematerials. These phases
include the collection of data, preparation of text, detection
of sentiment, classification of sentiment, and presentation of
findings. The sentiment analysis technique is applied mainly
in two approaches: supervised learning and unsupervised
learning [30]. The supervised learning approach involves

sorting the training set to create text-based patterns. The
unsupervised learning approach does not involve the use of
a database but rather is based on the set of words where the
terms negative and positive are considered. Therefore, the
frequency in terms of the negative and positive in the entire
text provides an indication for tagging the document based
on these terms [31,32].

Sentiment analysis is used in several diverse fields. The
authors in [33] stated that sentiment analysis assists the gov-
ernment in identifying their strengths and weaknesses by
examining public opinions on social media platforms. Like-
wise, in online commerce, sentiment analysis is performed to
convert dissatisfied customers into promoters by analyzing
their shopping experience and opinions regarding product
quality [34]. Vohra & Teraiya [35] affirmed that sentiment
analysis is used for assessing customer reviews and opinions
about products and services. Tweetfeel is an exemplary appli-
cation that analyzes tweets in a real-time manner [36]. Wang
et al. [37] also highlighted the application of sentiment analy-
sis in Blogger-centric contextual advertising, which involves
developing personal advertisements on blog pages according
to the interests of the brands. Based on these findings, sen-
timent analysis is widely implemented in different fields for
identifying and assessing particular behavioral patterns and
sentiment.

2.2 Deep Learning Approaches in Text Classification

Deep learning approaches have gained immense popularity
over machine learning algorithms [38–40]. This is because
deep learning approaches provide reliable results regarding
text classification.Their success ismainly credited to a capac-
ity to model nonlinear and complex relationships within the
data [41,42]. There are three main types of deep learning
approaches that are used for classifying text and documents:
deep neural networks (DNNs), recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), and CNNs.

Anqi et al. [43] applied the RNN technique to predict
the citation count for journal papers in the field of artificial
intelligence. To predict the citation count, the experiment
specifically implemented bidirectional LSTMonpapermeta-
data text. The study shows good performance in terms of
predicting the count citation of a paper.

Mittal et al. [44] proposed deep graph-LSTM for text clas-
sification. The model used the graph database to store its
documents. The experiment was verified on legal cases of
the Indian judiciary. The study produced an accuracy of 99%
when classifying the related category of a fresh case.

Deepika et al. [45] proposed a model of accelerated gra-
dient LSTM where the Kalman filter is applied to reduce the
noise and errors of data. The study was applied to predict the
stock market where the data were collected from Twitter and
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Yahoo. The model achieved better performance when using
the Kalman filter, reaching accuracy of 90.42%.

Hasni et al. [46] proposed a deep learning model that used
neural networks to locate infected area of COVID-19. The
model was applied to tweets, which were collected from the
UK and the USA. The experiment revealed that using bidi-
rectional LSTM increases the accuracy of geolocation.

2.3 Ensemble Methods in Sentiment Analysis
Guidelines

The study in [10] performed sentiment analysis on Ara-
bic language tweets. In this account, the search proposed
learning sentiment-specific word embeddings for the clas-
sification of Arabic tweets. In that study, three datasets of
Arabic tweets were used. In particular, the sentiment classi-
fier of support vector machine (SVM) with LibLearner was
used to classify the tweets as positive or negative. The exper-
imental study used baseline and surface features through an
ensemble approach and Collobert and Weston (C&W), Ara-
bic sentiment embeddings constructed using the prediction
(ASEP), Arabic sentiment embeddings constructed using
ranking (ASER), Arabic sentiment embeddings constructed
using hybrid (ASEH), and bidirectional encoder represen-
tations from transformers (BERT) models [47]. To examine
the effectiveness of pooling functions, the max, min, aver-
age, and concatenation pooling functions were used, which
showed that the average function provided the highest per-
formance over most of the models. The study found that the
use of the ensemble approach for the deep learning models
provided the highest F1 score, i.e., 80.38% on the dataset
of Arabic tweets with surface features and generic embed-
dings. Another study, conducted by Heikal et al. [22], used
the ensemble method, which combines deep learning mod-
els, i.e., LSTM and CNNmodels, to analyze the sentiment in
Arabic tweets. The ensemble model utilized the soft voting
technique, whose performance was evaluated using the F1
score performancemetric. The use of the ensemble technique
produced a 64.46% F1 score, which outperformed individual
deep learning models.

To analyze the financial sentiment, the authors in [48]
proposed an ensemble model that combined classic feature-
based and deep learning models by utilizing the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) network. TheMLPnetwork contained two
hidden layers, where each layer had four neurons and the last
layer used ReLU activation and tanh activation functions.
The evaluation was performed using the cosine function and
showed that the ensemble approach yielded higher cosine
scores of 0.797 and 0.786. The authors in [28] also proposed
an ensemble deep learning model that combines a character-
level CNN and word-level CNN on Twitter’s dataset for
detecting drug abuse behavior. The proposed model clas-
sifies the dataset into positive and negative tweets, where

the extracted features from the tweets through word-level
CNN and character-level CNN are forwarded to the meta-
learner that provides the final predictions. The results from
the ensemble deep learning model were compared with the
ensemble machine learning model and showed that in a
highly imbalanced dataset with a 30:70 split, the ensemble
deep learningmodel provides better resultswhenusing theF1
score as a performancemetric. Likewise,[49,50] proposed an
ensemble learning approach by introducing an SVM classi-
fier with a CNN for analyzing the sentiment in data collected
frommicroblogs and other social media sites. The researcher
used a crawler for crawling data frommicroblogs, which was
then treated through a corpus and fed as an input sample
of CNN to develop a classifier based on SVM/RNN. The
results showed that the solution can implement embeddings
constructed using the prediction (ASEP), and commendably
improve the accuracy of emotional orientation. Therefore,
it can be affirmed that CNN-based classifiers have a greater
tendency to accurately analyze the sentiment from the data
that are extracted from social media platforms.

Moreover, sentiment analysis canbe significantly enhanced
using ensemble deep learning models [51]. One such model
has been used to examine the sentiment terms using co-
extraction that examined the sentiments based on polarity and
intensity. Thus, this state-of-the-art method showed higher
effectiveness in sentiment analysis than other methods. Fur-
thermore, the authors in [52] used LSTMandCNNmodels to
form a hybrid model for the analysis of movie reviews posted
by people. The model used text data analysis to determine
the sentiments and emotions of the people who watched the
movie. It was noted that the model showed an overall accu-
racy of 91%. In addition, Al-Makhadmeh & Tolba [53] used
the ensemble deep learning approach (KNLPEDNN) to auto-
matically examine hate speech on social media. This model
also worked on data collected on various hate speech texts
that helped in the identification of hate speech. The study
found that the model is highly effective with an accuracy of
98.71%. Therefore, it can be noted from these studies that
ensemble deep learning models are highly beneficial and
accurate in sentiment analysis on social media platforms.
Several popular hybridization methods will be discussed in
the following subsections:

2.3.1 Bagging

Bagging is a popular hybridization method that is used in
ensemble deep learning to use more than one model. As per
[54], bagging involves the reduction of variance by generat-
ing extra data to train datasets using various combinations.
Through this practice,multi-set data are produced that enable
the hybridization of more than one deep learning model. The
study in [55] used a bagging-based method along with naïve
Bayes trees to create a hybrid model for estimation. It was
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noted during the study that the bagging method is usually
common for estimation techniques by studying the data. For
sentiment analysis, bagging is used to combinemore than one
model so that their benefits can be fully exploited. Thus, this
method of hybridization is convenient due to its simplicity,
which makes hybridization more efficient.

2.3.2 Boosting

Boosting is another key hybridization technique that is used
to combinemore than one deep learningmodel. According to
[56], boosting an iterative technique works by adjusting the
weight of observations based on their last classification. This
method considers homogenous weak learners by learning
them sequentially and combines them using a determinis-
tic approach. Ardabili et al. [57] used boosting to combine
the decision tree model and regression tree model. The itera-
tive technique used by boosting is key to the combination of
the models as it helps reduce the bias and variance between
different models. In sentimental analysis, boosting is an
effective method of hybridization to systematically study the
data and combine more than one model to perform an accu-
rate operation. Thus, boosting is very beneficial due to its
deterministic and iterative approach that ensures high accu-
racy.

2.3.3 Stacking

Stacking is a hybridization technique that works using a par-
allel approach to data training. The data are trained in parallel
from different models to produce a meta-model that has a
very low bias. This is a major advantage of this technique,
as it ensures higher accuracy. However, it might not be very
effective to reduce the variance among the component mod-
els that can make the results less reliable. The study in [56]
highlighted that stacking is an efficient method of ensem-
ble deep learning as it saves substantial training time due to
the parallel training approach. Nonetheless, the use of this
technique is limited because stacking can cause a problem in
sentimental analysis that must work through a large volume
of data, which can make stacking less efficient [54]. Thus,
the use of the hybridization technique is based on the needs
of data training and analysis.

After deep research in previous studies related to ensem-
ble methods for sentiment analysis, we conclude that the
ensemble technique is more efficient for sentiment analy-
sis. Moreover, we find that our proposed ensemble model
is considered a unique model that combines state-of-the-art
methods and uses a deep learning framework based on the
FastText word embedding technique and an LSTM network.

3 Methods

In this section, our method is presented to predict the sen-
timent of a given text using customized ensemble deep
learning methodology. The customized model is based on
the advanced FastText word embedding technique [25] for
representing feature space and LSTM networks [58], which
are special kinds of RNNs. RNNs are good for modeling
languages because language is a sequence of words and each
word shares semantic meaning with the words next to it.
Furthermore, LSTM networks are capable of remembering
long-term dependencies and enhance the efficiency of RNNs.
We refer to our approach as the customized ensemble deep
learning language model. We start by reviewing the basic
functions of LSTMs and word embedding techniques, and
then discuss the detailed implementation of the proposed
algorithm. Regarding the feature space, the FastText method
allows our proposed model to capture the meaning of shorter
words and allows the model to understand unseen words by
recognizing suffixes and prefixes using an embedding tech-
nique.

3.1 Word Embedding

The bag-of-wordsmodel appears to be very high dimensional
in general terms because of the existing lack of contextual
relations between words. To better represent the limited con-
tent in short texts, especially when working with pandemic
content where newwords and terminologies are used, we use
an advanced word embedding model [25] to learn the con-
textual relations among words and to understand unseen or
rare words by recognizing suffixes and prefixes in training
data. In this model, the representation of each word is formed
as a bag of character n-grams in addition to the word itself.
For example, the word “matter,” with n = 3 generates the
representation for the character n-grams as <ma, mat, att,
tte, ter, er>. To differentiate the n-grams of a word from the
original form of a word itself, brackets are added in this case
as boundary symbols. Therefore, if the vocabulary contains
any parts of the word “mat,” that vocabulary is represented as
<mat>. This scenario assists in maintaining and preserving
the meaning of shorter words that may appear as n-grams of
otherwords. Furthermore, this allows for the inherent capture
of meaning for suffixes and prefixes [59].

3.2 Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM)

After representing each word by its corresponding feature
vector representation using the word embedded model, the
feature set is input to the LSTM network in sequence form.
The capability of learning long-term dependencies between
input features is an aspect of LSTM, which is a special type
of RNN. A chain of repeating modules is a special form of
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all RNNs and is considered a simple structure in the standard
of all RNNs. This repeating module works in the opposite
manner when working with LSTM, where it is more compli-
cated. Rather than the singularity of the layer contained in
neural networks, there are four layers existed (forget gates,
input gates, new memory gates and output gates), and all act
in a special manner [60].

LSTM consists of two states: hidden state and cell state.
At a particular time step t , LSTM decides which information
must be taken from the state of the cell. The decision is made
by a sigmoid function layer σ called the forget gate. The
function takes ht−1 (output from the previous hidden layer)
and xt (current input) and outputs a number in [0, 1]. In this
case, 1 represents “completely keeping in,” and 0 represents
“completely taken away” in the equation below.

ft = σ(W f xt +U f ht−1). (1)

The LSTM then determines what new information to keep
in the cell state. There are two steps. The first step interacts
with the “input gate” as in Eq. 1, where this gate is a sig-
moid function layer. The duty of this function is to specify
an LSTM in which the values are updated. Second, a vector
of new candidate values C̃ is created by the tanh function
layer. This step adds the state of the cell. These steps are
combined by LSTM to start creating an update to the state.

it = σ(Wi xt +Uiht−1) (2)

C̃t = tanh(Wnxt +Unht−1). (3)

At this point, the model updates the old cell state Ct−1

into a new cell state Ct as represented in Eq. 4. Notably,
the gradient can be controlled when going across the forget
gate ft and allows for deletes and updates for explicit “mem-
ory.” This procedure helps alleviate vanishing gradients or
any problems associated with the exploding gradient in the
standard RNN.

Ct = ft ∗ Ct − 1 + it ∗ C̃t . (4)

Finally, based on the state of the cell, LSTM determines
its output. LSTM first enables a sigmoid layer where it deter-
mines which parts of the cell state to transfer as output in
Eq. 5, called the “output gate.” At this stage, via the function
of tanh, LSTM determines the state of the cell and decides
the part of output as Eq. 6.

ot = σ(Woxt +Uoht−1) (5)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct ). (6)

For compatibility with the sequential input of LSTM, we
first convert tweets or posts text into a three-dimensional
matrix M(X ,Y , Z), where X is the feature representation

from the word embedding model, Y is the number of words
in the text, and Z is the number of tweets or posts. In the input
layer, the number of neurons is the same as the dimension
of the feature set. The number of neurons in the output layer
is the number of classes, which is 2 in our case (positive
or negative sentiment). At each point, and by gradient-based
back propagation over time, we are able to adjust the weights
of edges in the hidden layer. The sentiment classification
model can be obtained after several tests and several training
epochs.

3.3 Other Methods

We also use available NLP libraries fromGoogle, Microsoft,
and IBM in our experiments.

3.3.1 Google

Google’s Cloud Natural Language API provides natural lan-
guage understanding technology, which includes sentiment
analysis, entity analysis, entity sentiment analysis, content
classification and syntax analysis. Bidirectional encoder rep-
resentations (BERT) is the latest NLP algorithm [61] and is
a part of the larger cloud machine learning API family from
Google.

3.3.2 Microsoft

Microsoft Azure is a cloud platform that contains a text ana-
lytics API for advanced NLP. This free technology provides
its service over raw text with four major functions: sentiment
analysis, extraction of key phrases, recognition of named
entities, and language detection. Azure cognitive services
introduced the API as a part of its family, where in the cloud,
a variety of machine learning and AI algorithms are available
for any developing projects [13].

3.3.3 IBM

IBMWatson is an advanced off-the-shelf technology for arti-
ficial intelligent solutions. This free technology runs with
the recent worldwide innovation development for machine
learning. IBM Watson offers a free API for nature language
understanding and performing sentiment analysis as a part of
its family. In other words, deep learning on a cloud is devel-
oped to explore the knowledge of complex texts for many
different classes and levels [62].

3.4 Proposed Framework

Figure 1 shows the implementation of the proposed cus-
tomized ensemble deep learning language framework for
sentiment analysis. Tweets are collected as a dataset using
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Fig. 1 Proposed deep learning ensemble model for sentiment analysis

Twitter API. A detailed description of the dataset is presented
in Sect. 4.1. These tweets are then processed and manually
annotated by the CrowdFlower platform as positive and neg-
ative for model training purposes. Once the dataset is cleaned
and labeled, we transfer it to different machine learningmod-
els for classification. For our proposed model, the dataset
first goes through the word embedding layer (described in
Sect. 3.1), where the tweet dataset is transformed into a fea-
ture set and passes it to a customized deep learning language
model. The word embedding layer is based on the FastText
word embedding technique [25] and an LSTM network that
captures contextual relations among words and understands
unseen or rare words by recognizing suffixes and prefixes
using training data. During model training, the dataset is
divided into training, validation, and test sets to estimate
optimal model parameters, especially for classifying short
tweets and understanding rare words in the pandemic con-
text. The detailed process of model selection is explained in
Sect. 4.3. The same dataset is passed through other models
to obtain the respective outcomes. Each output consists of
class labels and class probabilities or scores, which repre-
sent how strongly each tweet is associated with its predicted
label. Before moving to the final ensemble output, a statisti-
cal experiment is conducted to assess significant differences
between different models. The details for significant testing
are explained in Sect. 5.2. In the final stage, all outputs are
combined to produce a final sentiment prediction based on
ensemble decisions. This ensemble decision is based on the
average method, where a majority vote is based on the aver-
age of the predicted probabilities. The goal in proposing a
customized ensemble model is to improve the overall accu-
racy by overcoming the shortcomings of weak classifiers.
Details of the experimental evaluation are presented in Sect.
4.

4 Experimental Evaluation

This section covers the dataset description, model selection
and performance evaluation of the proposed model.

4.1 Dataset Description

We use 3 different sets of data to evaluate our model and
compare it with other models. The first set of data is our cus-
tom Twitter covid-19 dataset. This dataset is obtained using
the Twitter APIwith hashtags #COVID-19 and #coronavirus.
Once the data are collected, they go through a data prepro-
cessing step for cleaning to remove hashtags and website
URLs and links. Since Twitter does not provide any senti-
ment labels for tweets, manual tagging is performed with
the help of the CrowdFlower platform, which is the simplest
and most flexible way to scale workforces and accurately
complete human evaluation of data and information. Crowd-
Flower labels each tweet as positive or negative in terms of
sentiment. This dataset contains 18,000 total tweets, where
70% of the data are used as the training set and 30% are used
for validation and testing. In terms of polarity distribution,
this dataset is balanced with 50% positive and 50% negative
tweets.

The second set of data consists of two datasets Yelp review
and Amazon review data. The Yelp dataset was taken from
Yelp dataset Challenge repository in 2015. The polarity level
for each review is labeled by considering 1 and 2 stars as
negative sentiment, and more than 2 starts as positive senti-
ment. The entire dataset has approximately 280,000 training
records and 19,000 test records in each category of sentiment.
The Amazon review dataset is from the Stanford Network
Analysis Project(SNAP). It consists of 18 years of data with
nearly 34,687,000 reviews from 6,640,000 users on approxi-
mately 2,440,000products [63].Compared to theYelp review
dataset, this dataset contains approximately 1,800,000 train-
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Table 1 Web 2.0 data description

Web app # Records Pos/Neg distribution

Twitter 4242 58% / 42%

MySpace 1041 85% / 15%

YouTube 3407 68% / 32%

BBC 1000 14% / 86%

Runners World 1046 68% / 32%

Digg 1077 27% / 73%

Total number of records along with the distribution of positive and
negative labels for Web 2.0 datasets

Fig. 2 Data preprocessing pipeline for our datasets

ing records and 200,000 testing records in each category of
sentiment.

The third set of data is referred to asWeb 2.0 data that con-
tains labeled messages by humans as positive and negative,
and is made available in the SentiStrength search [64]. This
set contains six datasets from a wide range of social media
applications such as Twitter,MySpace, YouTube, BBC, Run-
nersWorld and Digg comments. Table 1 provides a summary
of each dataset along with the distribution of positive and
negative messages.

4.2 Data Preprocessing

Data generated by users on social media contain a variety of
content other than alphabetic characters such as punctuation,
stopwords, usernames, graphical icons, web links andURLs.
These contents do not contribute to the process of sentiment
analysis. For example, the username never supports any algo-
rithm to accurately classify positive or negative tweets. Such
content is sometimes referred to as noise, and it is a good
practice to remove it to increase the performance of classifi-
cation algorithms.

Figure 2 shows the data processing stages used during our
experiments. In the first stage of this pipeline, all characters
in the text are converted into lowercase. Then, all web links
and URLs as well as usernames are removed since they do
not provide any emotional or sentimental content within the

Table 2 Translating emoticons and emojis to sentiment polarity

Icon Polarity Symbols

Positive {:) :] :} :o) :o] :o} :-] :-)
:-} =) =] =} =^] =^) =^} :B :-D

:-B :^D :^B =B =^B =^D :)́ :]́ :}́
=)́ =]́ =}́ <3 ^-^ :* =* :-* ;) ;]
;} :-p :-P :-b :^p :^P :^b =P
=p :P :p :b =b =^p =^P =^b

Negative D: D= D-: D^: D^= :( :[ :{
:o( :o[ :^( :^[ :^{ =^( =^{ >=(
>=[ >={ >=( >:-{ >:-[ >:-( >=^[
>:-( :-[ :-( =( =[ ={ =^[ >:-
=( >=[ >=^( :’( :’[ :’{ =’{ =’(
=’[ = : =/ :/ o.O O o Oo :-{
>:-{ >=^{ :o{ =$ :$

Table showing different combinations of characters with their corre-
sponding meanings in terms of emotions, sentiments and polarity

Fig. 3 Model selection process using different sets of hyperparameters
for the proposed deep learning language model

text. Later in this pipeline, we remove punctuation, numbers,
and undefined characters. In the last part of data processing,
we translate emoticons and graphical icons into positive or
negative polarity and use this translation to assign class labels
to each tweet. Section 4.2.1 explains the process of emoticon
translation.

4.2.1 Emoticons and Emojis

We also extract the polarity of tweets from emoticons, where
weutilize a set of commonemoticons as shown inTable 2.We
also augment the emoticons by adding different variations of
the main primary positive and negative polarities. Text with
more than one emoticon is assigned a polarity of the first
emoticon that appears in the text to simplify the process.
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Fig. 4 Model evaluation of the proposed deep learning algorithm using accuracy and loss curves during training and validation on the COVID-19
dataset

4.3 Model Selection Using Hyperparameter
Investigation

The performance and accuracy of our model depend on two
different parameters: the total number of hidden neurons
and the total number of hidden layers in the network. We
use softmax as an activation function on the output layer
throughout our experiments.With this scenario, we start with
model and parameter selection. To enable this experimental
setting, we split our Twitter dataset based on a tenfold cross-
validation technique into (i) a training set (ninefold of data
out of tenfold), (ii) a validation set (onefold of data out of
tenfold excluded from the training set), and (iii) a test set (not
included in any of the training and validation sets).

Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of our model selection
and evaluation process. After the data split is complete, we
train our customized ensemble deep learning languagemodel
with a combination of various hyperparameter settings (by

using a technique called grid search in data mining). For each
set of hyperparameters, we train different models, assess the
classification performance on the validation set, and select
the model that shows the best accuracy on the validation set.
Then, we take the test set as input, feed it into our chosen
model, and report the accuracy on this independent test set.
The entire process is repeated by using all remaining folds
and datasets. Note that there may be a set of parameter com-
binations that shows better classification performance on the
test set than on the validation set. This practice ensures that
we are generalizing the model and avoiding overfitting prob-
lems in machine learning.

5 Results and Discussion

We perform several experiments to evaluate the classifica-
tion performance of our customized ensemble deep learning
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Table 3 Evaluation of the customized ensemble deep learning language
model on the Twitter COVID-19 dataset using different sets of hyper-
parameters

# Neurons 100 200 300

Training set

# Hidden Layers = 1 80.55% 81.90% 83.25%

# Hidden Layers = 2 88.40% 91.26% 92.45%

# Hidden Layers = 3 87.33% 90.65% 92.18%

Validation set

# Hidden Layers = 1 80.35% 81.66% 80.28%

# Hidden Layers = 2 86.20% 90.75% 89.15%

# Hidden Layers = 3 86.33% 89.57% 88.72%

Testing set

# Hidden Layers = 2 – 90.25% –

Measures in bold show the best classification accuracy for different
hyperparameter settings of hidden layers and numbers of neurons in the
network. For this table, experimental results are reported using Twitter
COVID-19 training, validation, and testing datasets

language model on three different datasets. For the Twitter
dataset, we perform a set of experiments by changing the
number of hidden layers and the number of hidden neurons
as model parameters to achieve the best model selection.
Detailed results are presented in Fig. 4 along with Tables 3
and 5.

5.1 Model Evaluation

Table 3 shows the classification accuracy measured using
the k-fold cross-validation technique for our model selec-
tion study. The model selection procedure is described in
Sect. 4.3.Weconduct our experimentwith different combina-
tions of hyperparameters. For example, we raise the number
of neurons from 100 to 300 and change the number of hidden
layers from one to three.

The final results illustrate the training and validation set
classification accuracy on different hidden layers and neu-
ron settings as hyperparameters. With the validation set, we
are able to determine a conclusion decision to nominate and
select the best parameters for the dataset and present the final
classification accuracy on the test set using selected param-
eters. We investigate and conclude that selecting the number
of hidden layers as two and the number of neurons in the
network as 200 generally produces the best classification per-
formance on the validation set. Moreover, this performs well
for testing set. For the remaining results reported in this paper,
we use the same combination of parameters in our model.

We also observe that when the number of hidden layers
increases beyond two, no such significant improvement is
noticed in performance. Rather, this increases the training
time and complexity of the model.

Table 4 Statistical significance testing of algorithms for classification

Algorithm p value

Proposed ensemble > Google 1.37e−03

Proposed ensemble > Microsoft 2.88e−05

Proposed ensemble > IBM 4.15e−08

p values were calculated by pairwise binomial tests the on Twitter
COVID-19 dataset.C1 “>”C2 indicates thatC1 produces better results
than C2 in a statistical manner

5.2 Statistical Significance Test

To investigate the statistical significance of the results given
by each sentiment classifier, we run a binomial test [65]
between pairs of every method. To understand the computa-
tion of the binomial test, let us assume that we have pairs of
classifiersC1 andC2. Let n be the number of records, where
C1 and C2 provide different results. Let s be the number
of successes where classifier C1 predicts the correct senti-
ment label and C2 fails to do so, and f be the number of
times classifier C2 provides the correct sentiment label and
C1 provides incorrect output. In this scenario, the p value
under binomial distribution can be written as

pvalue =
n∑

i=s

n!
i !(n − i)! × piqn−i (7)

where p and q are the probabilities of success for classifiers
C1 andC2, respectively. Ifwe assume that there are no differ-
ences betweenmethods, then p = q = 0.5 (null hypothesis).
If the p value is smaller than 0.05 (95% significance level),
then we reject the null hypothesis and accept that classifier
C1 is better than C2, as proved by statistics. Additionally,
the smaller the p value, the better the significance of a given
result.

We notice that across all sentiment classifiers, our pro-
posed ensemble model produces better classification results
than individual models in a statistical manner. We report few
p value results using the Twitter COVID-19 dataset in Table
4.

5.3 Comparison to Other Methods

In Tables 5 and 6, we present the sentiment analysis results
for our deep learning language model, Google sentiment
analysis API, Microsoft sentiment analysis API, IBM sen-
timent analysis API, and the ensemble model across all the
different datasets. We observe the same trend: our custom
deep learning language model outperforms other existing
models. Our model also shows an approximate 2% improve-
ment over other models. Additionally, our ensemble deep
learning languagemodel (CustomDLL+Google +Microsoft
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Table 5 Comparative
performance on sets 1 and 2
comprising Twitter, Amazon,
and Yelp datasets

Dataset Custom DLL Google Microsoft IBM Proposed ensemble

Twitter 90.25% 87.10% 88.25% 84.40% 92.65%

Amazon reviews 95.70% 93.55% 94.20% 89.33% 96.87%

Yelp reviews 96.66% 95.28% 95.90% 94.90% 97.50%

The results highlight our ensemble deep learning language model on sets 1 and 2 datasets. Our model con-
sistently outperformed other existing classifiers

Table 6 Comparative
performance on set 3
comprising Web 2.0 datasets

Dataset Custom DLL Google Microsoft IBM Proposed ensemble

Twitter 72.2% 71.5% 70.8% 68.1% 73.7%

MySpace 83.5% 84.2% 85.8% 80.9% 86.4%

YouTube 78.9% 79.5% 77.5% 74.4% 80.9%

BBC 31.4% 29.7% 30.5% 27.1% 35.8%

Runners World 76.6% 78.2% 77.4% 71.5% 80.8%

Digg 46.5% 48.2% 46.8% 42.4% 51.6%

The results highlight our ensemble deep learning language model onWeb 2.0 dataset. Our model consistently
outperformed other existing classifiers

+ IBM) shows better sentiment classification performance
than others, with an improvement of approximately 2-5% in
classification accuracy.

5.4 Runtime Performance

We measure the computational performance of our frame-
workon themodel training andprediction time.Our proposed
custom DLL runs on a single workstation with an Intel-
i7 1.8-GHz computer with a GPU and 32 GB of memory.
The training time for our framework on first set coronavirus
Twitter dataset was approximately 2.5 hours with pretrained
weights. The prediction time of the proposed ensemble
framework for one test record was approximately 10 sec-
onds (because of the cumulative prediction of the Google,
Microsoft, and IBMmodels). Similarly, the training time for
second set for Yelp dataset was approximately 20 hours, and
that for Amazon dataset was approximately 60. The average
training time for third set that contains YouTube, MySpace,
BBC, and others was 30 minutes due to small sample size.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an ensemble deep learning
languagemodel that uses an advancedword embedding tech-
nique and creates an LSTM network for sentiment analysis.
We evaluated our model on existing benchmarks with differ-
ent settings of complexities and achieved better classification
performance than the existing state-of-the-art sentiment anal-
ysis models. We assessed our model on a Twitter dataset
specifically related to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic
to see howwe can predict the sentiment of users by analyzing

their tweets. The results suggested the potential of using our
ensemble model for sentiment analysis. Further evaluation
was performed on several social media application datasets,
includingAmazon, Yelp, YouTube,MySpace, BBC, and oth-
ers.

We also indicated that our model produces decent classi-
fication accuracy when there are new words or terms present
in the dataset, as in the case of coronavirus pandemic tweets.
Our results verify that combining different individual clas-
sifiers and creating an ensemble classifier lead to improved
classification performance. We performed a model selection
experiment to investigate whether parameter settings were
consistent across different datasets. In future work, we plan
to update our model and incorporate several complementary
features with the goal of improving the classification perfor-
mance.
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